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	Brief Statement: I live and work in Cleveland Heights, where I teach high school level Spanish Language and Culture.House Bills 322 and 327 are premised on the inane idea that schools are teaching white children that they should hate themselves, that they are teaching Black and Brown children that they are being held down. This is an absurd fabrication that couldn’t be farther from the reality of a culturally sensitive pedagogy. Children in my district learn about real life peace and justice heros from all races and backgrounds, who have worked to create a more just world for everyone, not just for one group of people. Our students not only examine the uncomfortable truth about racial and social inequities, but they are empowered to work for a more just world, even to cooperate on projects that benefit their community. Students in my classes listen to voices and see faces of individuals who look like them and their families, because I intentionally seek out sources that reflect the diversity of our community.In addition, these bills will allow politicians to ban the teaching of certain ideas that are central to the nature of learning about the world we live in. My students of Spanish will need to acquire an understanding of some complex topics, including global challenges, which is one of the 6 main themes of Advanced Placement Spanish set by the College Board. They need to understand and explain topics like human migration and immigration, like personal or community identities and the effects of discrimination. Our students must be encouraged to research, reflect, and create, to be critical thinkers and to ask important questions. To form opinions and propose solutions. Because these are the skills they will need to be successful in higher education or high quality employment after high school. And because these are the skills needed to develop creative solutions to the serious challenges our world is facing today. House Bills 322 and 327 are designed not only to stifle school curriculums, but to stifle the future we offer to our children. We owe it to them not to let this happen.


